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Abstract 

This project provides a business opportunity by creating a local business specializing in construction 

management consultation and land survey-related work. With heightened construction project demands, 

specifically in Northwest Alaska, contracts are beginning to be awarded to companies not local to Alaska. 

The region's opportunity for this type of company includes stakeholders but is not limited to mining, local 

government agencies, and local community organizations. This project creates a local business plan that 

will increase market share to locally owned and operated companies. The mining industry is vital for 

business feasibility as it starts. Following procedures detailed in this plan, the desire to start a company 

providing surveying, mapping services, and construction management is attainable. Relevant knowledge 

obtained as a land surveyor in training & Northwest Alaska Region shareholder offers a specialized skill 

set working in the region. This project applies project management principles to create a plan for 

developing a small consulting firm in Northwest Alaska and the present option for market and growth 

within Alaska's state 

 

Keywords: Business Plan, Business Fundamentals, Alaska Business, Sales, Market, Profit Margins, Land 

Surveying, Construction Management, Marketing, Competition, Metrics 
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Introduction  

Project Overview 

"Wherever you see a successful business, someone once made a courageous decision." – Peter Drucker  

This project focuses on utilizing Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) processes, 

knowledge areas, and tools and techniques learned throughout the Master of Science Project Management 

program and applying them into a business plan and in the process of creating it. These include Scope 

Management, Stakeholder Management, Schedule Management, Risk Management, Metric Management, 

Change Management, Quality Management, and Integration Management. 

This report includes a comprehensive review of the literature and available resources. Other relevant 

sources were reviewed to learn fundamental issues when starting a small business, such as business 

licensing, legal forms of business, how a Limited Liability Company (LLC) works compared to other 

corporate forms. What will it cost to start, and what is it going to cost to keep it operational? Is there any 

competition? Who is the competition? What are their strengths and weaknesses? 

Background Information 

Colton Jessup, the project manager (PM) of this project, is a Land Surveyor in Training (LSIT) on a path 

to becoming a Professional Licensed Surveyor (PLS). He is also a student in the Master of ScienceProject 

Management (MSPM) program at the University of Alaska Anchorage.  

The project manager did not know the fundamentals of a business plan, market analytics, and possible 

competition that may already exist when creating a small consulting business. Being a Land Surveyor, 

local community members from the project managers community presented the idea of starting a 

company and providing services to native allotments, local construction projects, and village 

improvements. That is the seed that initiated the idea of starting a small business providing land surveying 

and construction management with the knowledge gap in creating a business plan. The knowledge 

provided in the MSPM program, the skills were applied to learning business basics and writing a 

complete business plan to close the gap, further expanding in the research methods and approach to 

analysis.  

There is undoubtedly a need for these services within the community, but it is unclear exactly how much 

opportunity is open for small business feasibility with the time constraint. Requests for Information 

(RFI's) were sent out to local corporations to help figure out the available opportunity and the viability of 
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the market's potential contract work in northwest Alaska. Not all RFI's were returned from potential 

stakeholders, so the profitability options focus within the RFI's received.  

Project Goals 

This project aimed to develop a small consulting business plan to provide best management practices in 

construction and land survey-related work within Northwest Alaska. The objective is to open a profitable 

business with aspirations to expand in the future as Alaska's economy grows. This project creates a 

business plan and provides the research necessary to plan and predict the finances involved in running a 

consulting business in Alaska. 

Research Methods and Approach to Analysis 

Methodology 

The PM utilized project management processes that include initiating, planning, executing, monitoring, 

controlling, and project closure to create this business plan. Creating a business plan holds a few 

challenges for the PM, such as the fundamentals of developing a business plan, market analytics, and 

possible competition that may already exist.  

The first research approach focused on the initial business start-up and operating costs. The project 

manager will utilize online and literature references to obtain the appropriate data. Research findings were 

analyzed and used in the business plan development. 

The second approach examined business feasibility; information will primarily be gained through RFI’s 

(Appendix B) submitted to significant stakeholders in the northwest region.  

The third approach consisted of conducting interviews with business owners who obtained firsthand 

experience with opening and operating an Alaska business known as a subject matter expert (SME). The 

PM generated questions (Appendix A) to attain information regarding start-up and operational lessons 

learned and unique management practices. The PM did not expect any propriety information to be 

divulged from business owners. The PM had the option of eliminating the interview process if unable to 

find business owners willing to provide information pertinent to business start-up and operations. 

Approach to Analysis 

Literature and online research will likely develop proper fundamental steps in creating a business plan, 

market analytics, and possible competition that may already exist. The PM will analyze information 

gained through research, RFI's, and interviews to determine:  
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 Necessary processes to follow in order to start a consulting business 

 Anticipated costs to open and operate a consulting business 

 Market share and profitability options 

It was anticipated that the interview questions' answers would generate value-added information relevant 

to the current Project Management Plan (PMP) (Appendix C) scope. In addition to research, the 

knowledge gained from SME interviews will shape how the business plan will be shaped. 

Potential Outcome 

Research results were determined to factor in the feasibility of proceeding with a small business. There is 

a potential that the research's critical findings indicate that the current market will not potentially break 

even following initial start-up, equipment, and operation costs within one season. In that event, the PM 

will present the rationale behind a recommendation not to open a Northwest Alaska business that provides 

Land Surveys and Construction Management services. 

Research Analysis 

Business Startup Review 

In the research on business start-ups, it is stated by the Small Business Administration (SBA), in an article 

published in 2019, that roughly 80% of small businesses survive the first year. Moreover, half the 

businesses survive five years or longer. Furthermore, one-third of those establishments survive ten years 

or longer. (Small Business Administration, 2019) The primary cause of businesses not surviving is that 

they fail to plan for operating costs and consider the operational needs and insufficient working capital.  

Business Types 

When starting a business plan, it is essential to figure out what kind of legal structure the business will 

take on, as it dictates how the company will be structured on how it runs and makes decisions. When 

starting a business, the business owner needs to decide early on what legal form they want to take. The 

standard choices are sole proprietorship, general partnerships, limited partnerships, C corporations, S 

corporations, and Limited Liability Companies (LLCs).  

According to the book “Small Business Kit for Dummies,” a sole proprietorship is a case where the 

business only has one owner and is often easier to set up than corporations or other entities. (Harroch, 

2004) A sole proprietorship and general and limited partnerships are very similar and are the primary 

form of a business's legal structure. An advantage of sole proprietorship and partnerships is that there can 

be no paperwork involved. It is very flexible because the owner wants the business to run and is created 
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by default. The disadvantage of sole proprietorships or partnerships is that the owner(s) receive no liable 

protection, no bankruptcy protection. Meaning the owner (s) are responsible for the business mistakes. 

(Peloso, 2019)  If someone sues the business, the owner(s) can be taken to court, and personal assets can 

be taken if the case is not in favor of the business. That is a case where having no liability or bankruptcy 

can hurt the business owner. 

A corporation is a separate legal entity formed under a state corporation law.  The corporation has 

shareholders who own stock in the company, a board of directors responsible for its overall management, 

and officers who run its day-to-day operations. A vital advantage of a corporation is that it is 

appropriately formed and operated, the shareholders are shielded from the corporation’s debts and 

liabilities. Should someone sue the corporation, they are not personally responsible for any damages that a 

court may award. (Harroch, 2004) The two main types of corporations are C corporations and S 

corporations. The difference is in the type of tax treatment on the business earnings. In the C corporation, 

the government taxes the business’s income at a corporate level, and the corporation distributes and 

dividends to the shareholders. The shareholders also can pay tax on that income. That can also be known 

as “double taxation.” In an S corporation, the government considers that the business income has passed 

through to the shareholders, who are then taxed on their pro-rata share (the percentage that they own) of 

the corporation’s income. (Harroch, 2004) 

A Limited Liability Company (LLC) has all the protection of a corporation, and an LLC is not a person(s) 

like a sole proprietorship or partnerships but can be operated like so with very little paperwork. In a way 

where you do not need a board of directors. In an LLC, the owner(s) are protected from any company 

situation that may arise as a corporation would have. So, if the business were to have a problem in court, 

the company would take any bankruptcy or liability issues, and any personal assets cannot be taken.  

Writing a Business Plan 

Planning is essential to a business. A business probably will not make it far without a solid business plan, 

a document that meaningfully describes the business. A business plan is a document that may be handed 

to any investor or organization or can be kept for internal use. A business plan is also the strategy for how 

you will execute every part of the business. A “viable and quality plan of action” (Genadinik, 2015) must 

be in place before starting a business.  

Not knowing how to write a business plan, the PM took on Alex Genadinik’s book's steps on starting on 

the simplest forms of writing a business plan. The steps suggested started by writing a three-sentence 

business plan, then expanding from a one-page business plan and a fully developed business plan.  
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Three Sentence Business Plan Topics  

The first and simplest form of a business plan that the PM had decided to utilize from Genadinik’s book 

was a good starting point with no previous experience in writing a business plan. The three-sentence 

business plan Topics included: 

 The product: What is the product or service, and how is the target market? 

 Marketing: How are you going to get your product or service promoted? 

 Financing: How are you going to create revenue?  

One-Page Topics Business Plan 

The next step in Genadinik’s suggested writing was creating a one-page business plan. It expanded from 

the three-sentence plan and added a few more topics that would be relevant for someone such as an 

investor or potential business partner to get familiar with the business. The one page business plan topics 

included: 

 Executive Summary: The executive summary presents the reader to the business plan and its most 

vital section. It is usually best to write this section last because it summarizes the entire plan. 

Effective summaries cover these main questions/points; The company origins, the product or 

service, and its uniqueness or competitive advantages, the company goal(s), the market potential 

for the product or service, a three-to-five-year financial summary of forecasts, the management 

team, the financing required to grow the business, and an exit strategy for investors.  

 

 Product or Service : The product or service section of the business plan describes the product or 

service about competitive products or other services and should highlight the reasons it can 

penetrate the existing developing market. The product or service description should detail its use 

and function, along with the need it serves. It should address the distinctive features of the 

product or service and the advantages and drawbacks of those features. Also, it features other 

factors such as cost, quality, reliability, and price.  

 

 Target Market: The target market section describes the relevant market and size for the product 

or services. Investors usually like to see a market that is large and growing when reviewing this 

section. The market section can include; market receptivity to new companies, characteristics of 

typical customers, the market share held by competitors, and independent market studies or 

statistics.  
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 Competition: This section of the business plan identifies the competing companies or products. It 

usually is used to identify the following information; Who is your competition, what type of legal 

structure does the company run, what year was it founded, and what are its strengths and 

weaknesses. 

 

 Current Team: The current team portion identifies the management team's critical members, 

describes their responsibilities, and documents each's relevant experience and accomplishments.  

 

 Marketing: The marketing section describes the company’s marketing plan and strategy. It should 

convey to the reader a well-thought-out approach to marketing. It may answer the following 

questions; How do you plan to sell or distribute the product or service? What Web and e-mail 

marketing will you employ? What are your plans for public relations? What type of advertising 

will be used? How frequently do you plan to use them?  

 

 Financials: In the one-page business plan step, this was hard to condense down, but an entirely 

formed financial section is recommended by the PM and then summarized afterward. However, 

the one-page business plan's financial section is brief and should cover; how much funding are 

you looking for? What are your profit margins? What are you going to use the funding for? The 

Pm had utilized a spreadsheet created by Alaska Small Business Development Center to create 

the financials section and looked up relevant costs to the business plan. Here are some critical 

components of creating a complete financial plan, as suggested in a book by Harvard Business 

Review, Creating Business Plans (HBR 20-minute Manager Series) Capital requirements: How 

much money do you need? How much do you expect from investors? How do you intend to use 

the money? (Harvard Business Review, 2014) Income Statements: this document details the 

business forecasts for the coming three to five years—numbers from the sales forecast, expenses 

projections, and cash flow statement. Revenue minus cost of service is the gross margin. Net 

profit is revenue, expenses, interest, and taxes. (Harvard Business Review, 2014) Balance sheets: 

This is an expression of the business’s assets, equities, and liabilities at a specific point in time. 

(Harvard Business Review, 2014) Cash Flow Statements: This shows the times of peak need and 

peak availability of money and indicates whether your company is successfully turning its profits 

into cash. The cash flow statement shows in broad categories how a company acquired and spent 
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its cash during a given period. Expenditures appear on the statement as negative figures, and 

sources of income appear as positive figures. The bottom line in each category is simply the net 

total of incoming and outgoing cash flow, and it can be either positive or negative. (Harvard 

Business Review, 2014) 

Fully Developing the Business Plan 

The business plans’ fully developing stage further expanded on the one-page business plan with the same 

topics and a few more added. The PM had decided to implement learning knowledge from the project 

management program into the business plan that would have a meaningful purpose. These topics 

included; organization structure, stakeholder management, a SWOT analysis, metrics for the business, 

and milestones.  

 Organization Structure: Organizational structure is not necessarily included in a business plan but 

would add more information on how it will run. The organization structure often plays a critical 

role in how the project will be implemented. Firms use several project management structures to 

implement functional organization, projectized organization, composite organization, and weak, 

balanced, and strong matrix structures. Further explanation of the project management structures 

can be found in the textbook Project Management: The Managerial Process by (Larson & Gray, 

2018)  

- The functional organization is the most common form of organization where the PM has 

the least or no authority and power in Project Management. Functional organization is 

typically grouped based on areas of specialization within different functional areas. In 

Functional Organizations, all of the project work typically happens within a particular 

department, and that department head is entirely in charge of everything. Project 

Management decisions need to be cleared with Functional Managers. If information or 

project work is needed from another department, the department head must approve the 

request, who communicates with the other department head. P.M.s typically act as 

assistants to functional managers in getting work done, spending much time doing 

administrative tasks, and working as a PM less of the time. 

 

- In Weak Matrix Organization, P.M.s have some authority; however, they are not in 

charge of any project's resources. All the major decisions are made with the functional 

manager's cooperation or approval. A typical example of a PM's role in a weak matrix 

organization would be Project Expeditor working in the Weak Matrix Organization, who 
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acts primarily as a staff assistant and communications coordinator. Project Expeditor 

personally cannot make or enforce any decisions. People have to report to the Functional 

& PM. The project coordinator is more or less like Project Expeditor and typically reports 

to higher-level managers and has some decision-making ability. 

 

- In Balanced Matrix Organizations, P.M.s share authority along with Functional 

Managers. Here Project Manager makes Project Management decisions on his own and 

gets People Management decisions done through the Functional Manager. Likewise, the 

Functional Manager makes people management decisions on his own and gets Project 

Management decisions done through the Project Manager. People have to report to 

Functional & Project Managers equally.  

 

- In Strong Matrix Organizations, Project Managers have more authority when compared 

to Functional Managers. However, the team still has to report to both the managers. In 

this kind of organization, the team is judged based on their projects' performance and 

functional expertise. Delivery of the project is the most crucial aspect of this kind of 

organization. 

 

- In a Projectized Organization, team members are organized around projects. When a 

project is completed, the team is released, and the team members move to another 

project. This type of organization is usually found in consulting companies that are 

organized by projects. In this kind of organization, Project Managers have complete 

control of the project and make all the decisions about the project's budget, schedule, 

quality & resources. The Project Manager is entirely responsible for the success and 

failure of the project. 

 

- Many Organizations involve all of these structures at various levels. A special project 

team can be created to handle a critical project. Such a team may have many of the 

characteristics of a projectized organization. The team may include full-time staff from 

different functional departments, develop its own set of operating procedures, and operate 

outside the standard, formalized reporting structure. 
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 Stakeholder Management: Stakeholder Management will provide additional information to a 

business allowing the PM to determine stakeholder expectations and requirements. Knowing the 

stakeholder’s expectations is the first step towards managing them. Stakeholder analysis is the 

process of identifying an individual that has a vested interest in a project. They may be internal or 

external. They can have conflicting interests or interests that change throughout the project. Part 

of the stakeholder analysis defines them and finds out how to communicate with them on their 

progress. Exhibit one shows the stakeholder register that will be used 

Exhibit 1 - Stakeholder Register 

 SWOT Analysis: The SWOT analysis identifies strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats 

perspectives. For risk identification, it is used to increase the breadth of identified risks by 

including internally generated risks. The technique starts with identifying the organization's 

strengths and weaknesses, focusing on either the project, organization, or the business area in 

general. SWOT analysis then identifies any opportunities for the project that may arise from 

strengths and any threats resulting from weaknesses. The analysis also examines how 

organizational strengths may offset threats and determine if weaknesses might hinder 

opportunities (Project Management Institute, 2017). 

 

 Metric Management: In project management, a most common challenge is determining whether 

or not a project is successful. Traditionally, the project management metrics of time, cost, scope, 

and quality have been the most critical factors in defining a project's success. (Project 

Management Institute, 2017). These same metrics can be and usually are with a business looking 

to be successful in operations. The PM for this business plan had chosen several metrics that 

would be relevant to a business. These metrics included project margin, customer satisfaction, 

utilization rate and milestones. the following sections detail each metric. 
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- Project Margin: This metric measures the amount of money the company will make from 

a specific project. This metric is measured by taking the project's revenue and subtracting 

by the cost to deliver the project. If a project costs more than the income made from a 

project, the company should reconsider the money that has been charged or possibly may 

need to manage projects more efficiently to receive a profit from the project.  

- Customer Satisfaction: This metric measures the satisfaction level of clients. Customer 

satisfaction surveys will specifically dive into questions regarding the quality of service, 

quality of work completed, timely completion of work, and responsiveness to questions 

and requested information. Customer satisfaction is essential because it provides data on 

how it can improve services. 

 

- Utilization Rate: Utilization Rate is commonly used to measure the company's time and 

the staff use for client services. It is measured by taking the number of billable client 

hours within a specific period and divided them by the total available hours. This metric 

is important because if the utilization rate is high, it will increase its revenue. 

 

- Milestones: Milestones are a significant point or event in a project, program, or portfolio. 

(Project Management Institute, 2017) They are also very using to a business striving to 

achieve specific accomplishments. They can give the reader a timeline for a successful 

business. Milestones usually include significant events; for example, first contract won, 

they should be clearly defined and easily measured with the metrics stated.  

RFI and Interview Results 

Request for Information (RFI) 

The initial RFIs were sent to provide a quantitative range of estimates of opportunity within the current 

market. It consisted of a total of six potential stakeholders that currently do contracting work in Northwest 

Alaska. It first asked the question about project contracts, and there is a need for land surveying or 

construction management to be won by contract. If the response was negative, then no other information 

was needed. On the other hand, if positive, two questions were asked regarding project duration and 

overall project cost—furthermore, an additional question about the competition that won past work to 

identify market competitors. 
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Business Owner Interviews 

A total of four business owner interviewees were selected to identify lessons learned about starting a 

similar business.  Interview formats were conducted using e-mail or phone. The project manager 

presented questions to obtain information regarding start-up and operational lessons learned and 

predominant management practices. The PM excluded or ignored propriety information divulged by 

business owners. 

Analysis 

The first step of creating this business was to determine the cost to start and maintain operational 

capability. After aggregating start-up costs, the overall start-up cost estimate was $255,829 with 

equipment, office supplies, legal fees, fixed assets, marketing, and working capital considered. The 

estimated cost to sustain operational capability is estimated at $7,576 monthly in fixed operating expenses 

in marketing, computer and internet fees, dues, and subscriptions. 

Of six RFIs issued, a total of three were received. For any of the multiple reasons, corporations were 

unwilling to share information, insufficient record-keeping regarding information being requested, time 

was overly constrained to develop and provide requested information, or the service being presented is 

not needed for that corporation. A business plan was developed with RFI responses received and 

projected based only on that limited data. RFI responses reported a range of opportunity of $150K - 

$550K for land surveying contract work. This work's window of opportunity is during the summer 

months, used in business plan projections. For construction management, RFI responses indicated an 

opportunity of $250K - $950K throughout each year, with peaks between April and October.  

Contact with selected interviewees was attempted, but PM received no feedback or consent to participate, 

a known risk. Each was a potential competitor in this targeted market. So, the interview process was 

eliminated from the research and analysis methodology. 

Recommendation 

Based on the research conducted about basic business fundamentals and business feasibility. It leads the 

PM to recommend that the business be profitable with the current rates and projections within ten months 

of opening up.  

Future Research 

While the research analysis in this project was validated by the sponsor and is based on the PM's research, 

the project created a business plan with the information gathered and analyzed. There is a critical realized 
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risk that came up while making the financial projections that consisted of how many employees were 

assigned per project used in the business plan salaries and compensation. If the projects consisted of more 

than two people on a project, the PM would have to re-run the projections to see if the business would be 

profitable.  

As the ideal cam arose of starting a business from local community members to do native allotments, that 

part of the market is undefined in this project because the size and complexity of that work vary, and 

corporations involved were unable to provide feedback in the time constraint presented. A 

recommendation for further research in this part of the market is needed to define the opportunity. More 

research can be performed by sending out the same RFI to other rural communities to increase the income 

revenue. As part of business start-ups, interviews can be conducted with other companies that would not 

be potential competition to understand better the process of starting a business in Alaska—perhaps 

reaching out to other consulting firms that do not provide the same services as I.T. or engineering.  

Project Management Controls Lessons Learned  

Progress monitoring was essential to managing project delivery. It was covered more in detail within the 

project management plan. For this project report's purposes, schedule management assured that project 

completion was attainable given the constraints and risks.  

Planning 

The creation of the Project Charter resulted in applying the Initiating Phase steps of Project Management. 

By developing a business case, fundamentals of writing a business plan and market analytics had to be 

researched for the region to sufficiently determine if such a business was feasible in Northwest Alaska. 

The project got put into a heavy research focus. 

After receiving the idea of a business case and creating a research project to create a business plan and 

determine the feasibility of opening a consulting firm in Northwest Alaska, the project was initiated in 

August 2020. The project would be built from a schedule focusing on researching the various critical 

topics of opening a consulting firm, with the final deliverable being a business plan developed from 

recommendations from the research results. Research topics were decomposed into group topics to set 

boundaries, follow best practices, and allow for the formation of a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)  

and schedule located in the PMP (Appendix C). The project got constrained by a May 2021 end date to 

meet the end of the final semester’s hard deadline in the Project Management program. 
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Scope and Schedule  

The two most significant pieces of deliverables and impact on this project were the scope and the 

research’s estimated schedule. Research began at this point. The PM came up with a list of topics that 

needed to be researched:  

 Basic Business Plan Writing 

 Initial business start-up and operating costs 

 Feasibility of Business 

From this list, a framework got created for a WBS.  These topics got broken down into minor 

requirements that provided a necessary framework for the research needed to report on them. The WBS 

was much simpler to write from this structure. Furthermore, the scope of the project was well-defined for 

the PM.  

Decomposing the requirements fit well into the WBS, and the primary task was ordering the tasks 

logically to fit them into a schedule. The PM used the best judgment on task durations. As nearly all of 

the WBS tasks were research-based and well-defined, the project did not require a WBS dictionary as it 

did not fit well within this particular research project’s requirements. Once the WBS got ordered properly, 

a Microsoft Project file got created and a schedule built with the time block estimates for each task’s 

duration. The schedule and WBS got created the rough draft of the schedule for the project.  

Once the schedule was planned out, the Schedule Management plan was created. Using the best estimates 

of May 2021 as a time constraint for project completion, the schedule was backward planned from that 

constraint to allot the available time to the list of research topic tasks. In contrast, the schedule was 

structured sequentially regarding research topics. The schedule was structured sequentially regardless of 

the intent to report on the topics in the proposed sequential order in the business plan, and the time 

blocked included the data analysis on each topic within those schedule estimates. Project Management 

methods were precious in this regard because, without a structured schedule, research into particular 

topics could go on indefinitely or lead to a further unnecessary depth that would limit research in other 

areas or lead to an incomplete product at the conclusion. The PM budgeted amounts of time to each topic, 

which allowed for a baseline to compare to when performing the project to calculate the schedule 

performance index.  

Project Milestones were defined for the project by the project sponsor approval dates’ constraints, though 

key milestones were listed for best practices and the PM to identify critical moments in the schedule that 

could impact the project’s completion. With the schedule, scope, and WBS in place, the project had a 

unique circumstance about costs. There were no possible costs associated with any project tasks as the 
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PM was the only resource, and the tasks were research rather than paid work. Despite cost being a 

significant pillar of most projects, this project would not include it. The PM was responsible for managing 

and reporting on the project’s cost throughout the project.  The project manager performs all work at no 

cost, and therefore cost management is not necessary.  

Risk Management  

Risk Management was not impacted by the lack of costs for this project as there would be no financial 

impacts due to risks. Instead, the most significant risks expected to be encountered would be time and the 

PM’s availability and productivity as the sole resource. The risks identified reflected these items as most 

of them focused on the impact of falling behind the project schedule and how the project could react to 

and adjust for that possibility. Using the PMP inputs, the charter, and the project documents constructed 

to that point, the project’s risks were listed to the best of the PM’s estimates. The PM could not utilize 

expert judgment because he had no experience performing a research project in the past. Instead, the PM 

used best-guess estimates to determine which risks would have the most significant impact and how much 

time they could add to the project. The risks and impacts can be found in the project risk register 

(Appendix E) and the risk management plan listed in the PMP, also associated with the risk register is a 

tornado chart (Appendix F) that depicts the sensitivity of each risk. The tornado chart was used to identify 

what risks are the most sensitive each risk the project schedule.  

The project’s most considerable risk was not completed on time, which would render the project an 

immediate failure due to the absolute time constraint of the UAA Spring Semester. That risk got listed as 

having the most significant impact and schedule performance index as the trigger. If the project schedule 

performance index fell below an acceptable threshold, the project was determined to be behind schedule 

and would require more hours to focus on the project. Other less impactful risks regarded scope and the 

business plan’s impact if the PM could not find the information they had planned to on time. 

Risk Realization  

It was a unique semester in terms of the current situation of remote learning due to the pandemic. A 

couple of weeks after the project plan was approved, a significant risk to the project was realized. 

Working and schooling from home was already a known risk but was not listed initially. It had a 

significant effect on productivity and availability to the PM as a sole resource. It made it challenging to 

change tasks between doing work or working on the project. As worked allowed the PM to work any 

hours of the day, it easy to focus on that endlessly, leaving this project unworked. The PM was forced to 

apply extensive time management principles to get on track per the schedule. The risk response was 

implemented after it was apparent the SPI would undoubtedly fall below the acceptable threshold and 
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become unrecoverable. The risk of time availability being realized was logged in the Risk Response 

Implementation in the PMP.  

For scope management, the project had to be reevaluated in terms of time estimates for each research 

topic and then forced to add several hours on each topic, prioritizing the most critical topics. Nothing was 

removed from the scope; only the time dedicated to each topic was added. The WBS and the scope were 

redefined to include multiple deliverables: the business plan, the original PMP, and a final project report. 

Time management included taking the revisions to the scope and recreating a schedule that would allow 

the project to meet semester deadlines that had not previously been accounted for during initial planning. 

Significant changes were made to the project documents, including the project schedule, the risk register, 

and scope resulting from the addition of planned work time. 

Conclusion  

As a project manager who knows the tools processes, the same tools and processes can create and 

implement a business plan. Project Managers need to develop realistic, accurate costs, account for all 

risks, and monitor risks daily. Those two qualities of a PM can be precious in starting a business.  This 

report presents recommendations that will help create a business plan using the techniques learned 

through this project using available resources about learning about essential business fundamentals. If 

someone were to adopt some or all of the recommendations presented in this report, people might gain a 

more excellent knowledge of what it takes to start a business, leading to more significant business 

successes.  
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Appendix A – Interview Questions 

 

 

 

 

 

Interview Questions? 
The PM will ask interview questions to people who have opened a consulting 
business in the past. Here is a list of critical questions  
 
 
Were any problems encountered while opening a consulting business in Alaska? 
 
Were there any processes that initially benefitted or impacted the business startup? 

 Outside resources 
 
Are there any suggested resources to utilize in determining market response to a 
new company? 
 
Were any risks realized during conception that were not originally anticipated?  

 Requirements? 
 
Does your business operate out of a home or external office setting? (Y/N) 
 
Would you consider the competitive market to be healthy? (Y/N) 
 
What percent of your organization's work is remote? (%) 
 
Are there any other Suggested businesses I interview?  
 
What did you enjoy the most about owning your own business? 
 
Coolest place you got to work? 
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Appendix B – Request For Information 

 

 
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION (RFI) 

FOR 
SMALL BUISNESS START UP FEAISBILITY 

 
Date of Request: ___________ 

 
Completed request must be submitted no later than Friday, February 7, 2021 by 

5:30 PM AKST 
 

RFI issued by: 
 

Colton Jessup  
 
 

Contact Person: Colton Jessup 
Contact Person Title: Graduate Student 

Contact Person Email: colton.jessup@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLEASE READ RFI CAREFULLY! 
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Request For Information (RFI)  
 

I am requesting information from Key Stakeholders in the Northwest Arctic Region regarding 
"Land Survey and Construction Management services" that may have been contracted out. I 
would like to know more about the related services to fulfill my master's degree in Project 
Management. The same information will be gathered from different stakeholders and used to 
develop a feasibility study of starting a small consulting business in the Northwest Arctic Region. 
 
How to respond to RFI: Contact Person Information: 
Contact Person: Colton Jessup 
Contact Person Title: Graduate Student 
Contact Person Email: colton.jessup@gmail.com 
 
Responses to this RFI will be accepted until 5:30 PM AKST on 02/07/2021 (due date) 
Inquiries can be submitted to the above contact person. 
Email is the preferred method of receiving responses to this RFI. 
Responses must include the firm name or company. 
 
Statement of Need 
As a graduate student at the University of Alaska Anchorage, the Master of Project Management 
degree program requires students to demonstrate mastery of project management in the 
capstone classes. As part of this effort, I am researching the feasibility of a small consulting 
business providing Land Surveys and Construction Management, using tools and capabilities to 
address relevant project management challenges. 
 
What to provide in response to this RFI: I am interested in obtaining information on past data 
relevant to Land Surveying or Construction Management.  
Land Surveying can include any of the other surveying below: 

 Boundary Survey 
 Construction Survey 
 Location Survey 
 Site Planning survey 
 Subdivision Survey 
 Topographic Survey 

 
Construction management is a professional service that provides a project's owner(s) with 
effective management of the project's schedule, cost, quality, safety, scope, and function. 
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Questions: Please answer the following questions: 
 

 Y  N  

1 □ 
 □ 

Is there a need for Land Surveying?  

  If no, no other information is needed. 

2  □ 
 □ 

If Yes, has the work been contracted out in 2020?  

    If No, would this company consider contracting out this work? 
     If Yes,  

 How Long has the work lasted? 
___________________________________________ 
What is the Rough order of Magnitude in Cost? 
_______________________________ 
Who was the work contracted out to? _________________________ 

 
 Y  N  

1 □ 
 □ 

Is there a need for Construction Management?  

  If no, no other information is needed. 

2  □ 
 □ 

If Yes, has the work been contracted out in 2020?  

     If No, would this company consider contracting out this work? 
     If Yes,  

 How Long has the work lasted? 
___________________________________________ 

What is the Rough order of Magnitude in Cost? 
_______________________________ 

Who was the work contracted out to? _________________________ 
 

 Y  N  

1 □ 
 □ 

Is there a need for Land Surveying?  

  If no, no other information is needed. 

2  □ 
 □ 

If Yes, has the work been contracted out in 2019?  

     If No, would this company consider contracting out this work? 
     If Yes,  

 How Long has the work lasted? 
___________________________________________ 

What is the Rough order of Magnitude in Cost? 
_______________________________ 
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     If Yes,  

 How Long has the work lasted? ___________________________________________ 

What is the Rough order of Magnitude in Cost? _______________________________ 

Who was the work contracted out to? _________________________ 

 

 Y  N  

1 □  □ Is there a need for Construction Management?  

  If no, no other information is needed. 

2  □  □ If Yes, has the work been contracted out in 2019?  

     If No, would this company consider contracting out this work? 

     If Yes,  

 How Long has the work lasted? ___________________________________________ 

What is the Rough order of Magnitude in Cost? _______________________________ 

Who was the work contracted out to? _________________________ 
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Appendix C – Project Management Plan (PMP) 
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Abstract 

This project provides a business opportunity by creating a local business specializing in construction 

management consultation and land survey-related work. With heightened construction project demands, 

specifically in Northwest Alaska, contracts are beginning to be awarded to companies not local to Alaska. 

The region's opportunity for this type of company includes stakeholders but is not limited to mining, local 

government agencies, and local community organizations. This project creates a local business plan that 

will increase market share to locally owned and operated companies. The mining industry is vital for 

business feasibility as it starts. Following procedures detailed in this plan, the desire to start a company 

providing surveying, mapping services, and construction management is attainable. Relevant knowledge 

obtained as a land surveyor in training & Northwest Alaska Region shareholder offers a specialized skill 

set working in the region. 

This project applies project management principles to create a plan for developing a small consulting firm 

in Northwest Alaska and the present option for market and growth within Alaska's state  
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Project Charter  

1.0 Project Identification 

Name Colton T. Jessup 

Description This project plans to develop a small consulting business opportunity providing best 

management practices in construction and land survey-related work initially within 

Northwest Alaska. The objective is to open a profitable business with aspirations to 

expand in the future as Alaska's economy grows. This project creates a business plan and 

provides the research necessary to plan and predict the finances involved in running a 

consulting business in Alaska.  

Sponsor Roger Hull 

Project manager Colton T. Jessup 

Project Team 

Resources 

LuAnn Picard 

Lance Miller 

  

 

 

2.0 Business Reasons for Project 

 With construction projects growing specifically in Northwest Alaska, companies from out of the region and 

Alaska win these contracts. This project creates a business plan that will increase market share on available 

local contracts. 

 

3.0 Project OBJECTIVES (purpose) 

 Research Basic Business Plan Writing  

 Create a finished business plan by May 2021. 
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4.0 Project Scope 

 With anticipated completion on April 29 of 2021, the business plan is creating a new consulting firm in Alaska to 

profit and expand as Alaska's projects grow.  

The project is completed in two phases, Initiation & Planning, and Execution. During Initiation & Planning, 

carefully detail a targeted business type, predicted market, develop an outline of research methodology and 

expected outcomes, and develop a project management plan to follow during Project Execution. Through project 

Execution, conduct necessary research to determine the feasibility of expected outcomes and business 

development processes. The final deliverable included a Business Start-up plan for a business type and within a 

market as best determined by research outcomes.  During each phase, four project status briefs are conducted 

with the project sponsor to monitor project progress and scope development.  

 

5.0 Key Project Deliverables 

Project Charter/ 

Scope 

Includes all the work and nothing but the work. 

Work Break Down 

Structure 

Outlines key activities, outcomes, and measures 

Project Management 

Plan 

A completed and approved Project management plan (PMP)  

Business Plan A fully Developed Business Plan with a Recommendation of viability 

 

6.0 Milestone Dates 

Item Major Events / Milestones Dates  

1. Project Planning Begins August 28, 2020 

2. Project Management Plan Completed/ Approved  November 25, 2020 

3. Project Execution Begins December 1, 2020 
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6.0 Milestone Dates 

4. Business Research complete February 5, 2021 

5. Business Plan Complete April 29, 2021 

 

7.0 Critical Success Factors 

 Buy-in and support from project sponsor & committee members  

 Effective Communication  

 Schedule Performance  

 

Research Management  

The PM utilizes Project Management practices that include initiating, planning, executing, monitoring, 

controlling, and project closure to create this business plan. Suggested topics are necessary to research 

fundamentals such as starting a business plan, market analytics, and possible competition that may 

already exist.  

The first research approach focuses on the initial business start-up and operating costs. The project 

manager utilizes external resources and literature to obtain the appropriate subject matter. Research 

findings are analyzed and used in business plan development.  

Subject matter resources include: 

 Small Business Administration (SBA) 

 Alaska Small Business Development Center 

 UAA Consortium Library  

 

Literature References 

 

 Genadinik, A. (2019). Business plan template and example: How to write a business plan. North 

Charleston, SC: CreateSpace. 

 Harroch, R. D. (2004). Small business kit for dummies. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley Pub. 
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The second approach examines business feasibility; Information will primarily be gained through online 

sources and Requests for Information (RFI) on relevant topics submitted to significant stakeholders in the 

northwest region.  

The third approach consists of conducting interviews with business owners that obtained firsthand 

experience with opening and operating an Alaska business. The project manager presents questions to 

attain information regarding start-up and operational lessons learned and unique management practices. 

The PM does not expect any propriety information to be divulged from business owners. The PM 

eliminates the interview process if unable to find business owners willing to provide information pertinent 

to business start-up and operations. 

Approach to Analysis 

Literature and online research to develop proper fundamental steps in creating a business plan, market 

analytics, and possible competition that may already exist. The project manager will analyze information 

gained through research, RFI's, and interviews to determine:  

 Necessary processes to follow to start a consulting business 

 Anticipated costs to open and operate a consulting business 

 Market share and profitability options 

It is anticipated that the interview questions' answers generate value-added information relevant to the 

current PMP scope. In addition to research, the knowledge gained from subject matter interviews will 

shape sections' development and is presented in a final project management plan.  

Expected Product/outcome 

Research results are a determining factor in the feasibility of proceeding with a small business. There is a 

potential that the research's critical findings indicate that the current market will potentially not break 

even following initial start-up, equipment, and operation costs within one season. In that event, the project 

manager presents the rationale behind a recommendation not to open a Northwest Alaska business that 

provides Land Surveys and Construction Management services.  

Project Management Controls 

Integration Management  
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The project manager is responsible for directing and managing all aspects of this project. During this 

project's execution phase, management entails monitoring and controlling project work, change control, 

stakeholder engagement, schedule, and plan development.  Performance focus is on stakeholder 

management, change control, and schedule management. Acceptance criteria are further detailed in the 

following Sections: Scope Management, Stakeholder Management, and Schedule Management. 

Scope Management Plan 

Scope management for the business start-up project is the sole responsibility of the project manager.  This 

project's scope is defined by the project charter Scope Statement and Work Breakdown Structure 

(appendix A).  The Project manager and sponsor establish and approve documentation for measuring 

project scope, including deliverable quality checklists and work performance measurements.   

The Project manager or Committee members may initiate proposed scope changes.  All change requests 

are submitted to the Project manager, who goes through the change control process. 

Stakeholder Management Plan 

This project's stakeholders are documented and managed by the projected manager per the following 

stakeholder register (Appendix G) and monitored with the subsequent power and interest matrix 

(Appendix K). See the attached stakeholder register for more detail on this project's stakeholder analysis 

and matrix. It is determined as appropriate for delivering valuable information as it relates to project goals 

and objectives. Additional relevant information may be acquired from additional stakeholders that do not 

meet the following roles during project execution. 

Schedule Management Plan 

The project manager will be responsible for maintaining and monitoring the schedule as an M.S. Project. 

Located in appendix B, any proposed changes to the plan follow the change control process provided.  If 

established, the boundary controls may be exceeded, and a change request to be submitted to the Project 

manager.  The Project manager and team determine the impact of the change on the schedule, cost, 

resources, scope, and risks.  If the consequences exceed the boundary conditions, it is forwarded to the 

Project Sponsor for review and approval.  

Schedule Performance Index (SPI) is reported as planned or as-needed by the project manager.  Variances 

of 20% or +/- 0.2 in the schedule performance index change the schedule status to yellow or cautionary.  

These are reported, and if it is determined that there is no or minimal impact on the project's schedule 
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baseline, then there may be no action required. Schedule variances of 30%, or +/- 0.3 in the schedule 

performance indexes, change the schedule's status to red or critical.  These are reported and require 

corrective action from the Project manager to bring the schedule performance indexes back in line with 

the allowable variance.  

Roles and responsibilities for schedule development are as follows: 

The project manager is responsible for facilitating the work package definition, sequencing, and 

estimating the project team's duration and resources. The project manager also creates the project 

schedule using M.S. Project Professional 2019.  The project manager obtains schedule approval from the 

project sponsor and baselines the schedule. 

Schedule Baseline  

The project schedule for the Small Business Start-Up Project is created using M.S. Project Professional 

2019, starting with the deliverables identified in the project's Work Breakdown Structure (appendix A).  

Activity definition specifies the specific work packages which must be performed to complete each 

deliverable.  Activity sequencing is used to determine the order of work packages and assign relationships 

between project activities.  Activity duration estimating is used to calculate the number of work periods 

required to complete work packages.  Resource estimating is used to assign resources to work packages to 

achieve schedule development. 

Once a preliminary schedule has been developed, it is reviewed by the project team and any resources 

tentatively assigned to project tasks.  The project team and resources must agree to the proposed work 

package assignments, durations, and schedule.  Once this is achieved, the project sponsor reviews and 

approves the plan, and it is baselined. 

Cost Management Plan 

The Project manager is responsible for managing and reporting on the project's cost throughout the 

project.  The project manager performs all work at no cost, and therefore cost management is not 

necessary.  

Communication Management Plan 

This Communications Management Plan sets the communications framework for this project.  It guides 

communications throughout the project's life and is updated as communication requirements change. This 

plan identifies and defines the Business Plan Start-Up project team members' roles in communications.  It 
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also includes a communications matrix (Appendix E) that maps this project's communication conduct for 

meetings and other communication forms (Appendix E).  A project team directory (Appendix F) is also 

included to provide contact information for all stakeholders directly involved in the project. 

The Project manager takes the lead role in ensuring effective communications on this project.  The 

communications requirements are documented in the Communications Matrix () below.  The 

Communications Matrix guides what information to communicate, whom to speak to when to share it, 

and whom to communicate. 

Quality Management Plan 

All members of the Business Start-Up project team play a role in quality management.  The team must 

ensure that work is completed at an adequate quality level from individual work packages to the final 

project deliverable. The following are the quality roles and responsibilities for the Small Business Start-

up Project: 

The Project Sponsor is responsible for approving research quality standards for the project. The Project 

Sponsor reviews all project tasks and deliverables to ensure compliance with established and authorized 

quality standards. 

The Project manager is responsible for obtaining sponsor approval on implementing the Quality 

Management Plan and ensuring all tasks, processes, and documentation are compliant with the plan. The 

Project manager is also responsible for communicating and tracking all quality standards to the project 

team and stakeholders.   

The Project Committee Members are responsible for giving timely feedback to the Project manager and 

advising all documentation to ensure Project adequacy to the organizational standards.  

Resource Management Plan 

The Business Start-Up Project consists of a matrix structure with support from various internal and 

external organizations.  

Project Manager – The Project manager is responsible for all management for the Business Start-Up 

Project.  Responsibilities include planning, creating, and managing all work activities, variances, tracking, 

reporting, communication, performance evaluations, and internal coordination with the project team. 
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Project Sponsor – The Project Sponsor works closely with the Project manager and is responsible for 

providing agreed feedback on a timely basis, attending the final presentation, and assisting the Project 

manager as needed. 

Committee Members (2 positions) - The Project Committee members are responsible for providing 

agreed feedback on a timely basis and attending the final presentation.  

University of Alaska Anchorage Library – The UAA Library and Librarians are utilized to research 

Business plans, the market, and marketing.  

University of Alaska Anchorage Writing Lab – The UAA writing lab is utilized to revise any documents 

that need to be finalized before submitting.  

Alaska Small Business Development Center – The ASBDC provides the Project manager with 

information and knowledge to understand the process of starting up a small business in Alaska. 

Change Management Plan 

The following steps comprise the change control process for this project and are utilized. During this 

project, if a change is needed: 

1. Identify the need for a change 

a. The requestor submits a completed change request form to the project manager 

2. Log change  

a. The project manager maintains a log of all change requests for the duration of the project 

3. Evaluate change 

a. the project manager evaluates the impact of the shift in cost, risk, schedule, and scope 

4. Submit a change request 

a. The project manager submits the change request and analysis to the Committee for 

review 

5. Approval 

a. The Committee discusses the proposed change and decides whether it is approved based 

on all submitted information 

6. Implementation 

a. The project manager updates and re-baselines project documentation as necessary and 

ensures any changes are communicated to any stakeholders that may be affected. 
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All change requests are logged in the project manager's change request log(Appendix N) and tracked 

through to completion, whether approved or not.   

Metrics Management Plan 

The Business Start-Up Project must meet the quality standards established in the quality baseline.  The 

final product must meet or exceed the quality baseline values to achieve success. Here are Key 

Performance Indicators (KPI's) that are measured throughout this project.  

KPI 1 

• Specific – Schedule Variance as discussed in the schedule management plan 

• Measurable – SPI is monitored and measured in reports 

• Achievable – Yes, it is achievable 

• Relevant – Yes, it is relevant 

• Time-Based – Yes, each task has a most likely duration 

Risk Management Plan 

Managing risks for the Business Start-Up Project include a systematic process by which the project 

manager identifies, scores, and ranks the various risks by creating a risk register (Appendix H).  Every 

effort is made to proactively identify risks ahead of time to implement a mitigation strategy from the 

project's onset. The most likely and highest impact risks were added to the project schedule to ensure that 

the Project manager takes the necessary steps to implement the appropriate time mitigation response. A 

tornado chart (Appendix I) will be created to identify most likely and highest impact risks are. The 

tornado chart depicts the sensitivity of each risk is to the project schedule. The project manager provides 

status updates to the sponsor as needed. 

Upon completing the project, the project manager will analyze each risk and the risk management process 

during the closing process. Based on this analysis, the project manager will identify any improvements 

that can be made to the risk management process for future projects.  These improvements will be 

captured as part of the lessons learned (Appendix O). 

Procurement Management Plan 
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The project resources, including contracts and personal, do not need to be procured, and therefore 

procurement management is not necessary. 

 

 

Authorization  

This project plan requires authorization from the project manager, project sponsor, and client: 

Signatures 
 

Project Sponsor 

Signature: 

Printed name:  

Date:  

Project manager 

Signature: 

Printed name:  

Date:  

Committee 

Member 

Signature: 

Printed name:  

Date:  

Committee 

Member 

Signature: 

Printed name:  

Date:  
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Appendix B 

WBS Name Start Finish Duratio

n 

1 Executing, Controlling, Closing 12/1/2020 4/9/2021 3,102h 

1.1 Research 12/1/2020 1/11/2021 984.75h 

1.1.1 Execution Begins 12/1/2020 12/1/2020 9h 

1.1.2 Online research  SBA/ Alaska Small Business 

Development Center 

12/1/2020 12/15/202

0 

345h 

1.1.3 Preform/ send out interview questions  12/15/2020 12/16/202

0 

20h 

1.1.4 Send Survey/RFI to potential stakeholders 12/16/2020 12/18/202

0 

40h 

1.1.5 Account Realized Risks recommendations into 

Project from Interviews 

12/18/2020 12/22/202

0 

113h 

1.1.6 Reach out UAA Librarians for Market, 

Competitors, Financial research 

12/18/2020 12/21/202

0 

80h 

1.1.7 3 Sentence Business plan  1/11/2021 1/11/2021 0.75h 

1.1.7.1 Product 1/11/2021 1/11/2021 0.25h 

1.1.7.2 Marketing 1/11/2021 1/11/2021 0.25h 

1.1.7.3 Finances 1/11/2021 1/11/2021 0.25h 

1.2 Reporting Period 5 1/11/2021 2/9/2021 704h 

1.2.1 Change Control Process, Project progress method, 

and status  

1/11/2021 1/11/2021 Two h 

1.2.2 Project Management Plan updates  1/11/2021 1/11/2021 8h 

1.2.3 Risk response implementation 1/14/2021 1/14/2021 2.5h 

1.2.4 Project deliverables status update 2/4/2021 2/4/2021 3h 

1.2.5 Business Research Complete 2/4/2021 2/6/2021 42h 

1.2.6 1 page business plan  2/6/2021 2/7/2021 26.5h 

1.2.6.1 Draft 2/6/2021 2/6/2021 6h 

1.2.6.2 Revisions 2/6/2021 2/7/2021 16h 

1.2.6.3 Final 2/7/2021 2/7/2021 2.5h 
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1.2.7 Updates on 3-4 Knowledge Areas  2/9/2021 2/9/2021 8h 

1.2.8 Advising 2/9/2021 2/9/2021 0.5h 

1.2.9 Final signed GSP 1/27/2021 2/5/2021 225h 

1.3 Reporting Period 6 2/12/2021 3/24/2021 966h 

1.3.1 Updated Abstract 2/12/2021 2/12/2021 3h 

1.3.2 Updated Table of Contents 2/12/2021 2/12/2021 1h 

1.3.3 Updated research sources and Key Words update 2/13/2021 2/13/2021 2h 

1.3.4 Validated research analysis   3/24/2021 3/24/2021 3h 

1.3.5 Project progress status  2/26/2021 2/26/2021 2h 

1.3.6 Project Management Plan updates  2/26/2021 2/26/2021 3h 

1.3.7 Risk response implementation 2/26/2021 2/26/2021 5h 

1.3.8 Draft Complete Business Plan  2/27/2021 3/24/2021 606h 

1.3.8.1 Executive Sumary 2/27/2021 2/27/2021 2h 

1.3.8.2 Company description 2/27/2021 2/27/2021 2h 

1.3.8.3 The service being provided 2/27/2021 2/27/2021 2h 

1.3.8.4 The current market  2/27/2021 2/28/2021 16h 

1.3.8.5 Make Marketing plan 3/2/2021 3/2/2021 5h 

1.3.8.6 The Competition 3/10/2021 3/10/2021 6h 

1.3.8.7 Management Team/ownership 3/10/2021 3/10/2021 1h 

1.3.8.8 Financial statement and projections 3/12/2021 3/19/2021 177h 

1.3.8.9 Implementation Plan 3/22/2021 3/22/2021 7h 

1.3.8.1

0 

Appendices 3/22/2021 3/24/2021 47h 

1.3.9 Advising 3/8/2021 3/8/2021 0.5h 

1.3.10 Project deliverables status update 3/5/2021 3/5/2021 2h 

1.3.11 Review 3 final student project reports  2/25/2021 2/26/2021 26h 

1.4 Reporting Period 7 3/19/2021 4/9/2021 502h 

1.4.1 Review of Complete business plan  3/24/2021 3/26/2021 48h 

1.4.2 The second source to review and make proposed 

revisions  

3/26/2021 3/26/2021 Two h 

1.4.3 Finalize Business Plan 3/26/2021 4/2/2021 168h 
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1.4.4 A working draft of the complete and correctly 

formatted paper (3) 

4/2/2021 4/9/2021 168h 

1.4.5 Revised Abstract 3/26/2021 3/26/2021 1h 

1.4.6 Research results and analysis 3/26/2021 3/30/2021 96h 

1.4.7 Preliminary conclusions and project deliverables 3/26/2021 3/29/2021 72h 

1.4.8 Updated project schedule 3/19/2021 3/19/2021 One h 

1.5 Reporting Period 8 4/5/2021 4/8/2021 75h 

1.5.1 Draft presentation Finished 4/8/2021 4/8/2021 Three h 

1.5.2 Final complete and adequately formatted project 

report and final project deliverables  

4/5/2021 4/7/2021 40h 

1.5.3 Updated project schedule (2) 4/7/2021 4/7/2021 9h 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D 
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Stakeholder Stakeholder Role Method Frequency 

Feedback 

Mechanisms 

Roger Hull 

Primary Advisor / 

Sponsor 

E-mail, 

Phone, 

Zoom As-needed The Project Advisory 

team provides timely 

feedback as the 

material is provided to 

them by the Project 

manager. 

LuAnn Picard 

Advisor, 

Committee 

Member 

E-mail, 

Phone, 

Zoom As-needed 

Lance Miller 

Advisor, 

Committee 

member 

E-mail, 

Phone, 

Zoom As-needed 

 

 

Appendix F 

 

Name Title Email Office Phone Cell Phone 

Roger Hull 
Project Sponsor / 

Primary Advisor 
@alaska.edu xxx-xxx-xxxx xxx-xxx-xxxx 

Colton Jessup Project manager @gmail.com xxx-xxx-xxxx xxx-xxx-xxxx 

LuAnn Piccard 
Committee 

Member 
@alaska.edu xxx-xxx-xxxx xxx-xxx-xxxx 

Lance Miller 
Committee 

Member 
 xxx-xxx-xxxx xxx-xxx-xxxx 
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Appendix G 

 

 

Stakeholders 

(Name) 

Relationship Type of Information 

needed (e.g., status 

report, analysis, etc.) 

Format/Tool (e.g., written 

memo, phone call, written 

report, meeting, etc.) 

Timing Other Insights/Needs (e.g., likes visuals, 

likes graphs, likes dashboard, gets 

bored after 5 minutes; likes morning 

meetings, etc.) 

 
To you (e.g., 

Supervisor, 

customer, etc.) 

  
(e.g., daily, weekly, 

monthly, etc.) 

 

#1 Roger Hull Program Advisor, 

Sponsor, Professor 

Status Reports, Analysis, 

Final deliverables 

Written report / Email / 

Phone Call / Zoom Sessions 

Weekly Update e-

mails 

Non – specified 

PPM go/no go  

Checkpoints 

#2 LuAnn Picard Advisor, Committee 

Member, Professor 

Status Reports, Analysis, 

Final deliverables 

Written report / Email / 

Phone Call / Zoom Sessions 

Weekly Update e-

mails 

Non – specified 

PPM go/no go  

Checkpoints 

#3 Lance Miller Advisor, Committee 

Member, Friend 

Status Reports, Analysis, 

Final deliverables 

Written report / Email / 

Phone Call / Zoom Sessions 

As Requested, PPM 

go/no go  

Checkpoints 

Non – specified 
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Appendix H 

 

 

 

 W
B
S
 I
D
#

R
B
S 
ID
#

Task Name Internal ( I )  

External ( E )

Impact Type Description of Risk Probability          

Likely (0‐100%) 

very likely

Impact               

Low (0‐100%) 

Significant

Risk Level                    

Green = Low,   

Yellow = Mod,      

Red = High  

Mitigate (Y‐Yes, N‐No), 

How? 

Specific actions to be taken If Risk 

has Occurred

Owner

All R102 All Tasks I
Schedule, 
Data/ 
information 

Productivity 50% 80% 40%
Y,  The Project Manager will 

keep schedual metrics on 
SPI to stay with in allowence 

When event enters outside of 
Allowable SPI, Project manager will 
consult with Advsors to help solve 
problem.

Project Manager

All R103 All Tasks E
Schedule, 
Data/ 
information 

Availabilty due to Work or other classes 45% 80% 36%
Y,  Seaize the time with 

allowed time window for 
school work

Deticate more time on weekends and 
evenings

Project Manager

All R109 Planning Phase / Scope I
Data 
Information

The PM does not know of basic practices of opening a business 75% 40% 30%
Y, PM will purchase a couple 
of books on how to make a 
business plan 

Seek out knowledge from advisors on 
what type of books or resources to 
read/learn from.

Project Manager

ALL R107 Planning Phase / Scope I Schedule
The Project manager under estimates the amout of work to be 

preformed on tasks
50% 60% 30%

Y, best estimate of work 
needed to be preformed

Accept, Reduce scope to ensure 
deliverables are on time

Project Manager

All R110 Planning Phase / Scope I
Data 
Information

unable to gather data with businesses in Northwest alaska. 35% 60% 21% N
The PM will rescope and make 
specifications of starting a business in 
the entire state.

Project Manager

1.4.7, 
1.3.9, 
1.2.12, 
1.1.9

R105 All Tasks I
Data 
Information

Turning in Late Assignments past the threshold of acceptablility  30% 60% 18%
Y,  Create Tracking tools and 
check lists with dead lines 

Consult with Advisors that Assigments 
will be late and make a plan to turn 
them in and get on track.

Project Manager

All R104 All Tasks E
Schedule, 
Data/ 
information 

Covid-19 15% 80% 12%
Y, Keep Personal Hygeine, 
wear a mask when in public, 
avoid large group contact

Consult with Advisors if covid-19 is an 
issue

Project Manager

1.1.13, 
1.3.10, 
1.4.8, 
2.2.10, 
2.3.6, 
2.4.4 

R101     Go/ No Go desicsions I
Schedule, 
Entire Project

No GO result of non-compliance of PPM Requirments 10% 100% 10%

Y,  ensure Project in on track 
and deliverables are 

submitted in timely maner 
Disscuss with Advisors

The Project Manager shall add more 
data continue to put more effort on 
capstone

Project Manager

All 
2.00

R108 Execution Interveiws I
Data 
Information

The PM Does not find people willing to consent to an interview 
reguarding their business and best practices learned.

15% 40% 6% N
Accept, Continue to work on other 
portion of research. With Small 
Business Alaska

Project Manager

1.4.7, 
1.3.9, 
1.2.12, 
1.1.10

R106 PPM Submitions I Schedule No feed back on Material form Advisors 10% 30% 3% N
Accept, Continue to work on Next PPM 
submission deliverables

Project Manager

R107 Send out RFI E Research Not all RFI to be received back 50% 60% 30% N Work with data received Project Manager

R108
Receve Inteterview information from 

Businesses 
E Reseach No feed back from Interviewees 60% 10% 6% N Eliminate process Project Manager

R109 All Tasks I
Schedule, 
Data/ 

Motivation 40% 80% 32% Y, work with peers
Continue to work with peers, keep in 
min it the last semester

Project Manager

R110 Approved Research analysis I
Data 
Information

Failure to get Research approved 40% 80% 32% Y, work with advisor wrk with advisor to get it approved Project Manager

R111 Draft report written I
Data 
Information

Fail to get report on time 40% 60% 24%
Y, allocate time to work on 
final report

Make up time, by reducing work hours 
and pleasure time

Project Manager

R112 Draft Business Plan written I
Data 
Information

Failure to get business plan draft completed 45% 25% 11%
Y, allocate time to work on 
business plan

Make up time, by reducing work hours 
and pleasure time

Project Manager

R113 Writing I
Data 
Information

Grammer and spelling 75% 25% 19%
Y, work with peers, and UAA 
writing lab, read aloud 

Work with peers and UAA writing lab Project Manager

Risk Register
Project Manager: Colton Jessup
External Risks:  Conditions outside the control of the project  (e.g.  Weather, Market conditions, Exchange Rates, etc.)

Project Name: Business Start up In Northwest Alaska
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Appendix J 
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Appendix K 
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Appendix M 
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Appendix D – Business Plan 
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Executive Summary 

Product / Objectives 

1. Reign Consulting provides consulting services to companies primarily in Northwest Alaska. Our 

services include Construction Management and Land Survey related work to provide a local 

service to the northwest Alaska communities. 

2. Open a Local consulting business to provide stakeholders with effective and affordable consulting 

services.  

3. To secure contracts in Northwest Alaska and keep the local economy growing. 

Unique Selling Point:  

The company will strive to secure contracts in Northwest Alaska to keep the local economy within the 

community. Reign Consulting will strive to have superior services using the most up-to-date technology, 

hiring licensed professionals, or on track be coming working professionals. We will also encourage hiring 

locals and training them in the fields of these professional services.   

Customers 

Reign Consulting's target audience is corporations and community organizations and reduces overhead 

costs. Specifically, we specialize in assisting local leaders in need of assistance on project needs from 

construction office processes such as job tracking, production, financial, and land surveying needs, small 

or large organizations. 

Future of the Company 

Consulting is a fast-paced, evolving industry. Reign Consulting will expand its Company in Alaska and 

be a leader in innovative solutions to this climate.  
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Company Description 

Mission Statement 

To provide quality services to our clients that will help their companies prosper and grow. 

Description 

Reign Consulting will be a consulting firm based in Northwest Alaska. The company will be registered as 

a Limited Liability Company (LLC), offering its professional consulting services to the northwest 

communities and organizations to expand with other communities in Alaska. 

Organization Structure 

Reign Consulting will be a projectized organization. Teams/employees are organized around projects. 

When a project is completed, the team is released, and the team members move to other projects as they 

come available. Whoever is the project manager of a project, either survey or construction management, 

that person will have complete control of the project within the contract or service agreement with the 

stakeholder. They will make decisions about the project budget/bidding, scheduling, quality and 

resources, and ensuring superior deliverables. The project manager will be entirely responsible for the 

success and failure of a project.    

 

Principal Leader 

Colton Jessup – Owner, Primary consultant 

Legal Structure  

Reign Consulting is a Limited Liability Company (LLC) located in Northwest Alaska. 
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Service Line 

Product/Service 

Consulting Service includes: 

 Construction Management 

o Initiating, Planning  

o Executing, Monitoring, and Controlling 

o Operational integration and Project Closure 

 Land Surveying  

o Boundary Survey 

o Construction Survey 

o Location Survey 

o Site Planning survey 

o Subdivision Survey 

o Topographic Survey 

o 3D Scanning 

Product & Service Differentiation 

Reign Consulting will strive to have superior services using the most up-to-date technology, hiring 

licensed professionals, or on track be coming working professionals. We will also encourage hiring locals 

and training them in the fields of these professional services. Reign Consultants will also focus on 

keeping the economy, with the region being primarily located in the region.  

Pricing Structure 

The company will be a contract-based business, utilizing time and material and lump sum contracts that 

are primarily used in the engineering consultation industry. For a time and materials contract, an 

owner/client only pays for the actual work performed (using agreed-upon rates) and materials purchased. 

For a lump sum contract, an owner/client pays a pre-agreed upon price for the services. When developing 

a cost estimate, it is essential to understand which contract type will create costs for the risks associated 

with each project accurately.  

Reign Consulting will offer its services at an hourly rate using the following labor categories and rates. 

 Principal, $160 

 Professional Project Manager, $155 

 Professional Land Surveyor, $150 

 Project Manager, $130 
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 Land Surveyor in Training, $110 

Product Lifecycle 

Agreed services are ready to be offered to clients, pending approval of contracts awarded. 

Research and Development 

The company is planning to conduct research and development: 

 Determine the need for professional consulting services within Northwest Alaska to provide 

improved processes and superior services to the region. 

 Find Trends in new technology to have a competitive edge to ensure Reign Consulting continues 

to carefully carve its niche in the marketplace.  

Target Market & Marketing Strategy 

The company will mainly operate in the Northwest Alaska Region, providing its professional consulting 

services to various organizations as the target customers. These organizations may include mining, oil & 

gas, construction, and native corporations. Based on experience, it is likely that the need for these 

professional services will be in higher demand during the summer months than in the winter. This risk is 

realized and reflected in the financial forecasts.  

The need for the professional services provided is present; however, it is unclear how much of an 

opportunity will be available until the business is operational and working with potential stakeholders 

because the size and complexity of various projects fluctuate. This business plan focuses on three 

potential stakeholders within the Mining Industry, where the opportunity is defined. 

Stakeholder Management 

Stakeholders for Reign Consulting will be held as a top priority as all the projects involved will provide 

the stakeholder with superior service. Without a stakeholder management plan, we believe that our 

service will not be superior to other competitors. Knowing the stakeholder’s expectations is the first step 

towards managing them. Stakeholder analysis is the process of identifying an individual that has a vested 

interest in a project. They may be internal or external. They can have conflicting interests or interests that 

change throughout the project. Part of the stakeholder analysis is not just defining them but finding out 

how to communicate with them on the project's progress.  

This is the Stake holder register that will be utilized. 
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Growth Strategy 

To grow the Company, Reign Consulting will do the following: 

 Establish a company website that contains engaging multimedia content about our services 
 Continue to reach out to target stakeholders and make presents where services are available 

through us. 

How to Sell 

Currently, the only person in charge of Reign Consulting sales is the business principal, Colton Jessup. 

Reign Consulting will look to add an employee to assist with account management/coordination as profits 

increase. This individual will also provide company social media and marketing support. The company 

will increase awareness to potential stakeholders by bidding on projects, proactive public relations 

campaigns, and attend city and community meetings.  

Competition 

The following consulting firms are the company's competitors: 

Kuna Engineering 

Kuna Engineering is the primary competition at this point in northwest Alaska. They were initially 

incorporated in 1981 in Barrow, Alaska, to serve the infrastructure development need of the Native 

communities on Alaska's Arctic Slope. Kuna offers various engineering services that include Water 

Resources, Architecture, Survey & Mapping, Civil and environmental engineering. They are a contract-

based company as well. Kuna's main Strength over Regin Consulting is already having an organized 

system created and experience with challenges. Kuna Engineering is Registered as a Limited Liability 

Company. 

McClintock Land Associates  

This company has been providing Professional Land Survey services. They were established in 1982 and 

are located in Eagle River, Alaska. McClintock and Associates pose a threat in bidding as they are a small 

organization and have the experience and knowledge of the community's local regulations. They lack the 

Northwest Construction Road Construction Reign Consulting

C ‐ Current Level  R ‐ Required Level 

Stakeholder Title Email Influence Priority SME? Decision‐Maker Comm. Freq. Comm. Method Against Passive Neutral  Help Notes

High High Yes Yes Weekly In Person C R

Medium Medium Yes No Monthly Email C R

Low Low No No Weekly Phone C R

Basics Project Information

Project Name Project Description Project Manager

Commitment Level
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presents of being a local company and still charge overhead prices for Mod/Demod costs, where Reign 

Consulting can capitalize on without these overhead costs. McClintock Land Associates is registered as 

an S Corporation. 

Windy Creek Surveys LLC 

This company has been providing Professional Land Survey services. It was established in 2006 and is 

located in Fairbanks, Alaska. Windy Creek Surveys pose a threat in bidding as they are a small 

organization and have more experience in the niche of Land Surveying. Windy Creek Surveys is 

registered as a Limited Liability Company. 

SWOT Analysis 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

Has the desire to hire 
experienced 
consultants 

No office Location as it 
is based out of home 

The growing demand 
for consulting services 

Competitors with 
existing services and 

strong market presence 

Will offer a variety of 
consulting services 

with local roots 

Low online presence 
because it does not have 

a website and social 
media pages yet 

Private companies that 
require third-party 

consultants 

Cybercriminals 
targeting consulting 

firms that store 
financial data 

 

Operational Plan 

The company will operate out of our homes, so no need for rental fees.  

The company's organizational structure is composed of the following departments: 

 

1. Management 

2. Operations 

3. Marketing 

4. Administrative 
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Metrics 

Regin consulting will utilize a couple of Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) as a business. These 

include:  

Project Margin: 

This metric measures the amount of money the company will make from a specific project. This metric is 

measured by taking the project's revenue and subtracting by the cost to deliver the project. If a project 

costs more than the revenue made from a project, the company will reconsider the amount of money that 

has been charged or possibility may need to manage projects more efficiently to return a profit from the 

project.  

Customer Satisfaction: 

This metric measures the satisfaction level of clients. Customer satisfaction surveys will specifically dive 

into questions regarding the quality of service, quality of work completed, timely completion of work, and 

responsiveness to questions and requested information. Customer satisfaction is essential to Reign 

consulting because it provides data on how we can improve our services. 

Utilization Rate: 

This metric measures the amount of time the company and the staff get used to client services. It is 

measured by taking the number of billable client hours within a specific time and divided them by the 

total available hours of staff working. This metric is important because if the utilization rate is high, it will 

increase revenue for the company. 

Team 
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Reign Consulting will strive to provide excellent services by ensuring that employees are working 

professionals with proper credentials. These are the key persons who will manage the company: 

Colton Jessup, LSIT, MSPM 

Colton is the Business Principal of the company and visionary of Reign Consulting. He is a Land 

Surveyor in Training and a Graduate of the Master of Science, Project Management Program. He is a 

local Shareholder of the Northwest Alaska Region and knows the potential stakeholders.  

Professional Project Manager  

A Professional Project Manager (PMP) whom the Business Principal knows will help take the lead in 

construction management projects and assist with potential contracting opportunities. The Professional 

Project Manager will be responsible for managing all aspects of any construction project. This individual 

will work to maintain the budget, scope, and schedule of assigned projects.   

Professional Land Surveyor 

A Professional Land Surveyor (PLS) like the PMP, whom the Business principal knows, will also take the 

lead on Survey related work and assist both in the office and field. Experience as a Licensed Land 

Surveyor, with knowledge and experience in operating GPS equipment, total station instruments, and data 

collectors. Experience with Trimble TGO/TBC and Trimble GPS Equipment preferred. Experience with 

control, cadastral/boundary topographic surveys, and construction staking is required. 

Milestones 

 

Financial Sections 

Reign Consulting seeks to raise $252,329. According to current projections, the company believes this 

sum, together with the $3,500 the business owner has on hand, will be sufficient to achieve its business 
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plan. If the company can raise this amount of money, the company will be able to fund all operations, 

marketing, and product development costs internally after the first year of operation. 

The company intends to use the $255,829 during the first ten months of operation, as shown below: 

• $117,844 for equipment and computer packages 

• $6,000 for furniture and fixtures 

• $19,500 for the point-of-sale system, security system, and a plotter 

• $3,500 for marketing 

• $6,000 for legal and professional fees 

• $1,500 for licenses, business and professional 

• $1,920 for pre-opening salaries and wages 

• $2,000 for prepaid insurance premiums 

• $1,800 for rent deposits 

• $750 for supplies and utility deposits 

• $8,000 for working capital 

• $87,015 for operating capital for one month of salary for employees and one month of operating 

expenses  

Summary Financial projections 

The financial plan portrays a projection of first-year sales of $1,555,137, gross margins over 53%. The 

company expects to be profitable after the first ten months of operation and remain profitable after that. 

Reign Consulting anticipates being profitable and cash flow positive within ten months of launch given 

these projected numbers. The results of the financial forecast are next. 

Assumptions 

The financial projections are based on current industry estimates from primary market research data and 

Reign consulting market penetration and sales growth. More detailed information on assumptions can be 

found in the statements next, along with the balance sheets and cash flo
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Appendix E – Risk Register 
 

 

 

 

 W
B
S 
ID
#

R
B
S
 I
D
#

Task Name Internal ( I )  

External ( E 

)

Impact Type Description of Risk Probability          

Likely (0‐100%) 

very likely

Impact               

Low (0‐100%) 

Significant

Risk Level                    

Green = Low,   

Yellow = Mod,      

Red = High  

Mitigate (Y‐Yes, N‐No), 

How? 

Specific actions to be taken If Risk 

has Occurred

Owner

All R102 All Tasks I
Schedule, Data/ 
information 

Productivity 50% 80% 40%
Y,  The Project Manager will keep 
schedual metrics on SPI to stay 

with in allowence 

When event enters outside of Allowable SPI, 
Project manager will consult with Advsors to 
help solve problem.

Project Manager

All R103 All Tasks E
Schedule, Data/ 
information 

Availabilty due to Work or other classes 45% 80% 36%
Y,  Seaize the time with allowed 
time window for school work

Deticate more time on weekends and evenings Project Manager

All R109 Planning Phase / Scope I Data Information The PM does not know of basic practices of opening a business 75% 40% 30%
Y, PM will purchase a couple of 
books on how to make a business 
plan 

Seek out knowledge from advisors on what 
type of books or resources to read/learn from.

Project Manager

ALL R107 Planning Phase / Scope I Schedule The Project manager under estimates the amout of work to be preformed on tasks 50% 60% 30%
Y, best estimate of work needed to 
be preformed

Accept, Reduce scope to ensure deliverables 
are on time

Project Manager

All R110 Planning Phase / Scope I Data Information unable to gather data with businesses in Northwest alaska. 35% 60% 21% N
The PM will rescope and make specifications 
of starting a business in the entire state.

Project Manager

1.4.7, 
1.3.9, 
1.2.12, 
1.1.9

R105 All Tasks I Data Information Turning in Late Assignments past the threshold of acceptablility  30% 60% 18%
Y,  Create Tracking tools and check 
lists with dead lines 

Consult with Advisors that Assigments will be 
late and make a plan to turn them in and get on 
track.

Project Manager

All R104 All Tasks E
Schedule, Data/ 
information 

Covid-19 15% 80% 12%
Y, Keep Personal Hygeine, wear a 
mask when in public, avoid large 
group contact

Consult with Advisors if covid-19 is an issue Project Manager

1.1.13, 
1.3.10, 
1.4.8, 
2.2.10, 
2.3.6, 
2.4.4 

R101     Go/ No Go desicsions I
Schedule, Entire 
Project

No GO result of non-compliance of PPM Requirments 10% 100% 10%
Y,  ensure Project in on track and 

deliverables are submitted in timely 
maner Disscuss with Advisors

The Project Manager shall add more data 
continue to put more effort on capstone

Project Manager

All 2.00 R108 Execution Interveiws I Data Information
The PM Does not find people willing to consent to an interview reguarding their 

business and best practices learned.
15% 40% 6% N

Accept, Continue to work on other portion of 
research. With Small Business Alaska

Project Manager

1.4.7, 
1.3.9, 
1.2.12, 
1.1.10

R106 PPM Submitions I Schedule No feed back on Material form Advisors 10% 30% 3% N
Accept, Continue to work on Next PPM 
submission deliverables

Project Manager

R107 Send out RFI E Research Not all RFI to be received back 50% 60% 30% N Work with data received Project Manager

R108 Receve Inteterview information from Businesses E Reseach No feed back from Interviewees 60% 10% 6% N Eliminate process Project Manager

R109 All Tasks I
Schedule, Data/ 
information 

Motivation 40% 80% 32% Y, work with peers
Continue to work with peers, keep in min it the 
last semester

Project Manager

R110 Approved Research analysis I Data Information Failure to get Research approved 40% 80% 32% Y, work with advisor wrk with advisor to get it approved Project Manager

R111 Draft report written I Data Information Fail to get report on time 40% 60% 24%
Y, allocate time to work on final 
report

Make up time, by reducing work hours and 
pleasure time

Project Manager

R112 Draft Business Plan written I Data Information Failure to get business plan draft completed 45% 25% 11%
Y, allocate time to work on 
business plan

Make up time, by reducing work hours and 
pleasure time

Project Manager

R113 Writing I Data Information Grammer and spelling 75% 25% 19%
Y, work with peers, and UAA 
writing lab, read aloud written 

Work with peers and UAA writing lab Project Manager

Risk Register
Project Manager: Colton Jessup
External Risks:  Conditions outside the control of the project  (e.g.  Weather, Market conditions, Exchange Rates, etc.)

Project Name: Reign Consulting Business Plan
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Appendix F – Tornado Chart 
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Appendix G – Lessons Learned 
Lessons Learned 

Risk 
# 

Subject Consequence Cause Lesson 
Learned 

Corrective 
Action 

Phas
e 

Identifie
r 

Owner 

 
Knowledge 
Areas 

Deliverable re-
work / Missed 
opportunity 

Insufficient data 
/ lacking thereof 

Knowledge 
areas should be 
picked and 
monitored 
throughout the 
process of the 
project. 

Ensure 
Knowledge area 
are picked for 
next semester 
and monitored 
before the 
semester ends 

1 LuAnn 
Piccard/ 
Roger 
Hull 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Project 
Schedule  

No 
measurement/analy
sis data  

PM did not 
utilize Full 
analysis features 
of Microsoft 
Project 

The PM should 
update the 
schedule 
regularly to 
monitor 
progress and 
produce an 
analysis of the 
overall project 
and Key 
success factors 

Ensure that the 
project File get 
updated 
regularly for 
686B  

1 Roger 
Hull 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Scope PM not Sure of 

scope to be 
performed 

The PM did not 
develop scope at 
the beginning of 
the semester  

Seek advice 
early on to 
figure out the 
scope and 
deliverables 

Schedule 
advising sessions 
throughout the 
project  

1 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
research Insuffifeint 

questions for 
interveiw 

unusable data, 
Questions I can 
figure out on my 
research 

Develop 
questions the 
interviewee 
would 
appreciate, and 
produce 
answers that 
can be usable. 

Develop more 
usable questions 
for the interview 

1 Lance 
Miller 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Scope Undeveloped 

project schedule, 
risk, steps, research 

I did not know 
what needs to be 
included in the 
scope 

The PM should 
know all the 
work and only 
the work that 
should be 
included with 
the project or 
able to figure 
out what needs 
to be included 

Seek out 
resources, 
purchasing a 
book, UAA 
library, websites 

1 LuAnn 
Piccard 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Availabilit
y  

Falling behind 
schedule, receiving 
a lower grade 

School/work/ho
me balance 

Focusing on 
work/school 
and home 
balance is 
critical during 
this time, 
while working 
and schooling 
from home is 
the norm. 

Create a routine 
schedule and 
stick with a 
schedule  

1 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Productivit
y  

Falling behind 
schedule, receiving 
a lower grade 

School/work/ho
me balance, PM 
did not know the 
entire scope  

Seek advising, 
Get into a 
routine of 
study time and 
work time. 

Create a routine 
schedule and 
stick with the 
schedule; ask for 
help when 
needed 

1 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 
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Advising Undeveloped work  The PM did not 

follow the 
advising contract 
to receive 
feedback on time 

To produce 
quality work, I 
highly 
recommend 
working and 
communicatin
g with advisors 
throughout the 
project.  

Work with 
advisors to 
identify what 
needs to be 
completed 

2 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
RFI Not all RFI's sent 

out were received 
back from potential 
stakeholders 

The feasibility of 
the Business 
plan will only 
include 
opportunity with 
received RFI's 

Plan on RFI's 
not being 
received; look 
at other 
sources to help 
the feasibility  

Do not include 
RFI's not 
received into 
business 
projections 

2 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Interviews No Interviews were 

received 
Interviews were 
sent to potential 
competition 
unwilling to 
help. 

Look at other 
similar 
companies that 
may not be 
potential 
competition to 
help interview 
questions of 
starting a 
business in 
Alaska. 

This process was 
dropped 

2 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Scheduling 
Research 

Scheduling was 
underestimated 

no Knowledge 
of creating a 
business plan 
caused an 
underestimate of 
scheduling 
duration 

Allow more 
time than 
absolute 
needed, 
research other 
projects that 
may be the 
same scope 

Log into lessons 
learned, Allow 
more time in the 
future 

2 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Scope Re-scope PMP to 

reflect changes 
made during the 
process 

Changes were 
made late, and 
the PM had to 
think about what 
was changed 

Logging 
Changes and 
lessons learned 
right away will 
help speed up 
the process of 
updating the 
PMP and 
reflect on 
lessons learned 

Changes were 
made to the PMP 

2 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Availabilit
y  

the progress in 
class fell behind 

Work and other 
classes took time 
to focus on 
capstone 

More time 
management 
needs to be 
practiced when 
balancing life 
and classwork. 

Work was 
willing to allow 
the PM to focus 
on school the 
remainder of the 
semester 

2 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 

 
Realized 
risks 

 the PM had to 
remember what 
risks were realized 
after the fact 

Realized risks 
were not 
recorded 

The primary 
job of a PM is 
continually 
updating the 
realized risks 
and 
understanding 
each risk that 
arrises 

Realized risks 
were logged and 
analyzed  

2 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 
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undevelope
d Business 
Plan 

Last-minute add 
into the business 
plan  

the PM did not 
communicate 
with advisors 

The create 
quality work 
working with 
advisors would 
ensure quality 
work 

Communicate 
with advisors on 
every issue that 
arises 

2 Colton 
Jessup 

Colton 
Jessup 
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